Our Spring Book Fair started April 20 with a teacher preview, on which we gave away five $5 gift cards to five lucky teachers! The fun kept on going with a student preview on April 21. We wrapped things up with our K-1 Musical on Thursday night. On Friday, our friend Levi (in the Scholastic box) helped us pack it up.

- We earned $25 Scholastic dollars for allowing the book fair rep to set up our fair.
- We sold 1039 books, which equates out to 187,020 reading minutes.
- Character dolls sold out quick at $5 each – I love Skippyjon Jones!
- We used Scholastic dollars to purchase 16 books for a book raffle. Each book purchased earned a free raffle ticket.
- Scholastic dollars earned from the fair will substantially add to the NNEF grant to fund our new Maker Space!
SGA, SOL Practice, SOL, Benchmark, etc.

• This year testing setup began around March 17 for the 2017 testing sessions.
• The library was closed for entire days from March 30 through April 17 to accommodate SGA testing.
• The library has been closed for 75% of each day since May 11 to accommodate SOL testing.
• Even though our library has open check-out available, teachers do not send students in order to have those last few instructional moments before the test.
• There has to be a better way ....
When students can’t come to the library, the library comes to students.

We spent most of May in the classrooms helping students brush up on reading skills.

5th grade reviewed using context clues, summarizing, and multi-meaning words.

4th grade reviewed problem and solution, text structures and features, and formulating questions.

3rd grade reviewed author’s purpose and main idea using a variety of books.